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Outdoor Wi-Fi Camera IMOU Bullet 2E 4MP H.265
The camera can record in 4MP resolution and is equipped with a 2.8 mm lens. It offers several modes of operation, so you can customize
the  device  to  your  needs.  It  effectively  detects  moving  objects  and  has  a  built-in  microphone.  Furthermore,  it  connects  to  your
smartphone via Wi-Fi and sends notifications, so you can monitor what's going on around your home in real time. In addition, it has an
IP67 protection class.
 
Several forms of saving recordings
You can save finished recordings in 2 ways. The camera is equipped with a slot for a micro SD card with a capacity of max. 256 GB. In
addition, the IMOU cloud is available - from there you can play back the saved footage or open an online preview.
 
Take care of home security
The IMOU outdoor camera offers 4MP image quality and provides 16x zoom, so you can be sure that your recordings will be clear. What's
more, the Bullet 2E quickly detects moving people and objects up to 115° - the warning light will immediately turn on, and you'll receive
an alert in the app.
 
Built-in microphone
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With  the  IMOU  Bullet  2E,  your  home  will  be  thoroughly  secured.  The  camera  records  both  video  and  audio.  It  is  equipped  with  a
microphone that accurately collects sound while monitoring.
 
Clear images at night
Enjoy  sharp,  high-quality  images  even  at  night.  The  camera  offers  several  types  of  night  mode,  so  you  can  customize  the  camera's
operation to suit your needs. Options include: Smart Mode, Color Mode and Infrared Mode. What's more, the detection range after dark
reaches 30 meters. Protect your home around the clock with IMOU.
 
Included
camera
user manual
power adapter
set of screws
installation template
waterproof connector
Manufacturer
IMOU
Model
Bullet 2E
Matrix
1/2.7" 2 Megapixel Progressive CMOS
Resolution
4 Mpx (2560x1440)
Detection range at night
30 m
Fixed lens
2.8 mm
Viewing angle
98°(W), 52°(S), 115°(G)
Connection
1x 100 Mbps Ethernet Port, Wi-Fi: IEEE802.11b/g/n, built-in dual antenna
Application
IMOU
Compatibility
Android, iOS
Video compression
H.265 / H.264
Interface
Micro SD card slot (up to 256 GB)
Power supply
DC 12V/1A
Power consumption
5.1 W
Material
plastic
Working temperature
-30°C ~ +60°C
Working humidity
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less than 95% RH
Dimensions
147.7 × 74.2 × 74.2 mm
Weight
280 g
Protection class
IP67

Preço:

€ 60.50

Casa inteligente, Others
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